2 day training
a 3 day training
a little longer more hands on
a live 30-60 minute polling place simulation for the judges as if it was setting up for the election
a system that allows polling places to know if judges called out voting day
a type of testing on judges before the election and an audit on all sites
add more training to trouble shooting
all day training
All of the judges should be train the same way
allow new folks to be able to do their work in a timely manner
At least 3 training sessions for judges
AT LEAST THREE DAYS OF TRAINING EXPLANATION, OPERATION OF EQUIPMENT AND HAND ON EQUIPMENT
be thorough
better chief judge training
better communication
better election place
better extensive training and screening judges
Better judges, More hand on time
better trained supervisors
better training, more pay and reliable chief judgess
better understanding of the procedures
Board Of Election staff to check each polling place to see that they are following proper procedures
bring back the computer voting system
checking equipment
chief judge was hard to work with
chief judges need more training
closer training locations
closing and open procedures
closing procedures
closing procedures and the end reports
confusion at closing time
conpetant chief judges
couple days of training
DECREASE THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS
democrat chief judge needs to be fired
different color paper work
different location instead of small room at the library
don't break good teams up
encourage people to read
Ensure competence with judges
everyone to touch the machines
explanation of jobs
focus on the new equipment
follow up training on new machines
give more information
GIVE MORE TIME TO TRAINING

give out specific duties for judges
GO BACK TO THE OLD WAY
go back to the way it was before
go more into detail
GO OVER TRAINING IN MORE DETAIL
going back to the old machines
hands on
hands on traing
hands on training
hastily done
have a mock election
have a test on training
Have all the judges be able to open and close the polling place.
have correct
supplies IN THE SAME ROOM WHEN TRAINING THAT WAY YOU CAN WORK ON THE ONE YOU NEED THE MOST
HAVE
EACH MACHINE
HELP
have election judge training closer to the election
Have extra replacement judges
have judges train more than one day
Have more experience Chief judges.
have more machines fewer students
have more paid training days
have more training days and if people are getting paid they will come out
Have more training on the provisional voting. I think if you spend more time on the provisional voting and have more than
one to two classes. Everyone don't comprehend on the same level
have more trainings
have smaller groups
have stickers and have peoples name on the list
HAVE TECH SET UP AND BROKE DOWN
have the correct supplies
have the judges come in a lot earlier and only have 1%
have training closer to election day
hire ready to work judges
I am a tech
I think all the judges should be trained in the same way
I think Chief Judges should complete an exam to ensure they are aware and knowledgeable of the election process
I THINK THE TRAINING IS FINE THE WAY IT IS NOW
I wished that we could go back to the touch screens
I would like to go back using the Touch Screen
IF THERE IS A NEW PROCEDURE MAKE SURE EVERYONE IS CLEAR ON THE PROCESS
include techs at judge training
inform the public about the changes
it when will
judge screening test
judges need to be there for the job not the money
judges need to come to training on time the training was offset on election day
judges needs to be tested
judges should be tested

Just make sure that the judges know their jobs
leave the warehouse earlier to get to your post to work for the day
less people in a small precent
less training on machines
like to get togeather in a small group
little more training
little more training on paper ballots
LIVE TESTING/ AN AUDIT OF SITES BEFORE ELECTION
longer than 4 hours training
LONGER TRAINING
longer training
LONGER TRAINING / REMOVE JUDGES WHO ARE UNQUALIFIED
longer training classes
LONGER TRAINING HOURS
longer training period
longer training times more instructors
machines
make sure all judges fully understand their duties at the end of the trining session
MAKE SURE ALL JUDGES ROTOTE TO DO VARIOUS DUTIES
make sure everyone is on time
make sure everyone knows there job
make sure everyone needs to do what they supposed to do
make sure everyone understands there duties
make sure judges understand their responsibilities
Make sure that all the judges know that they must stay from the beginning to end.
MAKE SURE WE UNDERSTAND EVERYTHING THAT IS GOING ON
maybe give a test run to see if they are clear on what's supposed to be done
mock election experience
more classes
MORE COMPLETE TRAINING ENTIRE PROCESS
more dates for training and longer sessions
More days of training
more detailed
more detailed and longer
more detailed training
more efficient training
MORE EJ AVAILABLE
more emphasis on opening and closing forms and equipment that needs to be returned at the end of the day
MORE EQUIPMENT NEEDED TO ALLOW ALL THAT ARE PRESENT TO PRACTICE AND VIEW THE NEW PROCEDURES
more explaining /one on one
more hands on
more hands on opportunity role playing
MORE HANDS ON TIME
more hands on training
more hands on training
more hands on with opening and closing
more help from chief judges

more hours of training
more information on polling location
more judges at precincts
more judges need to be present
more organized
more practice of hands on equipment
more practice on procedures
More practice prior to the election.
MORE PROBLEM SOLVING IN TRAINING
more quality judges needed
more scanners and paper for the scanners
more security
more teachers
More than enough judges to cover
More than just one training class
MORE THAN ONE CLASS
more than one day
more than one day of training
more than one day training
more time
MORE TIME AND PAY
more time in training
more training
MORE TRAINING AND HAND ON
more training and reliable people
More training for the chief judges
more training for the older people
MORE TRAINING ON OPENING AND CLOSING
more training on provisional ballots
more training time and more pay
more training time in all areas
more training until judges understand
more trainning
more trainning time
MORE UNDERSTANDING
more workers at the stations
multiple training sessions
n/a
NA
need more hands on training
Need more judges
NEED MORE TIME ON EQUIPMENT
need more time with the training
Need more work on the provisionals
need much more time to go through actual steps for closeing
Need to have voter sticker
NEED TO LEARN EVERYTHING

need two trainings everyone has the same responsibility but people should be able to fill in anywhere or for anybody
NEW JUDGE TRAINING AND RETURNING JUDGE TRAINING
NEW MACHINE ; NEED MORE TRAINING ; OPENING AND CLOSING
no
no changes need to be changes
no inprovement
no opening session hands on in small groups
none
none great for me
none; however, chief judges should complement each other. The weight should not fall on one chief judge
Not any
not so many people in the same location
nothing
Nothing I'm good
one break for lunch
open to public
opening and closing
opening and closing procedures
opening procedures
OPENING/MORE HANDS ON
paid faster
pay judges more money
pay people on time
People were at the wrong polling place according to the E-Poll Books
periodic training
Please don't use new judges for chief judges
polling place issues
precinct place was small
PROBLEM
SOLVING
EXERCISES
proper help
when we
call downtown team work with the whole group involed on election day and police help with
uncooperative voters
provide multiple training sessions at least twice a month two months in advance of an elections
provisional
provisional ballot
provisional ballots
pull jury duty members to facilitate the full dress reherasal effect of the election
rather use the old voting system
replace judges who do not show up
REPUBLICAN BOARD NEEDED MORE REP JUDGES
require literacy tests for judges
respectful and professional attitude
return to the old way electronically do away with the filling out of paper
running reports at closing
scan the chief judges and make sure they are serious and dependable
screen and test judges on material
screen chief judges
screen judges

screen judges and who can work
screen test the judges
screening judges
screening of each judges
screening of judges
screening test of judges
screening test some judges couldn't read that well
SEE #1
see #10
set up equipment at night
set up equipment the night before
set up night prior to election
set up polls day before election day
set-up equipment before the election
should have coffee and donuts
should up the pay and training and judges should respect each other at all times
shouldn't wait till general election to receive training pay
show Identification and pictures
situational training
situational training
slow training process
smaller class sizes
Smaller classes
smaller classes and closer to election day
Smaller classes with at least 2 Instructor
SMALLER CLASSES WITH FALSE VOTERS, PERHAPS SO EVERYONE CAN PRACTICE SETTING UP MACHINE
smaller groups in training
smaller sections
Smaller training classes
Some of these judges take up so much asking question over and over again that they already had answer
some people need more training
Someone from the Board should be at each site.
specify one time
spend more time and longer hours in the classroom and using the book
Spend more time on seals
spending more time on seals
start testing judges
stop rushing
TEACH THE CJ WHAT TO DO
Tech need more training
test each judge on material
test judges on material
test judges on material
test the judges
test the judges
test the judges on the training material
testing

That was just the first round. My Chief Judges work very hard to help the Reg. Judge do our work right
The training was good, but I had a problem with the closing of the poll
The chief judges need to be trained better
The chief judges need to training in a more professional manner.
The pay rate
The Provisional Ballots should be different
The school power was very poor and they need to upgrade they system.
the trainees don't all go on the same pace
THE TRAINING IS GREAT IT'S SOME OF THE PEOPLE
THE TRAINING NEEDS TO BE HELD CLOSER TO ELECTION DAY
THE WAXTER CENTER HAS 4 P/W IT MAKE IT HARD
They need to make the ballots different
TO ARRANGE ELECTION CLASS TO BE HELD 1 WEEK PRIOR TO ELECTION
TO MAKE SURE EVERYTHING IS THERE FOR VOTERS
too many instructors giving directions
TOO MANY PEOPLE; FOR HANDS ON SITTING UP AND CLOSING
too much time on the introduction
TRAIN EVERYONE TO DO MORE THAN ONE FUNCTION
train people for specific jobs
Train the chief judge more
training
training a week before the election and screen judges
TRAINING AT LEASE A FEW DAY BEFORE ELECTION DAY; PEOPLE TENT TO FORGET TRAINING ONE MONTH OR TWO BEFORE
ELECTION DAY PAID TRAINING
Training close to Election Day
training closer to the election
training closer to the election day
training closing prcess
TRAINING SHOULD BE 2 TO 4 HRS A DAY
Training should be 3-5 days instead of 1
training should be closer to the election and more time spent on opening and closing the polls
training should be in more detail; chief judges should have at least 3 years of experience
training very good applying training skills is the promblem
Training, training and more training
Trouble shooters for any question than need answer.
two day training
two day training
unknow
video form as well and hands on in a location
we did not have a problem
We need more than 3 hours training.
We need more training in closing of the polling place
We need to be trained more than 3 hours.
We should have a little more training.
well trained on provisional judges
where to put the paperwork
work hlf a day the whole day is to long

Would like for the Election Judges to work harder
Would
like to have one
precinct
per building.
would recommend
training
separated
for new judges and returning judges,more training, training should be closer to the
election day
YES, BUT ONLY BECAUSE ONE OF THE CJ WAS SEASONED AND COULD DIRECT US ON WHAT TO DO TANYA GIBSON

